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Abstract –The computer technology searching for a
preferable point in any factor space delivers to the
extremum with regard to quantitative scalar response
within scope of intelligent DSS-sphere, which was
considered in this paper. The problem of
universalization and planning (design) of extreme
experiments in relation to complex objects in the
conditions of significant limitation including the
allowable number of experiments and sub-catastrophic
duration of them was solved. A technology that
involves the separation of three linked stages of
optimization was proposed.
Keywords – design of experiment, extreme
experiment, factor-response representation, intelligent
DSS, optimization of decisions.

1. Introduction
The justification of any management decisions
provides their optimization, because this optimization
is an indispensable function of management [8]. The
optimization, as it is well known, can be carried out
on real objects of management and their models,
including natural, semi-subsistence and mathematical
(analytical and simulation) ones. Natural objects can
be technical, economic, social, etc.
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As a rule, in the realities of modern management, it
is not possible to solve the optimization problem with
classical regular methods, such as checking whether
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of an extremum with respect to derivatives
of the objective function are met, and even more so
with an output to a formula or numerical value. This
is primarily due to the fact that the corresponding
response surfaces often have an a priori completely
unknown, arbitrary appearance, various kinds of
discontinuities, and also fundamentally vary from
one management situation to another.
Of course, the physical conceivability and
reproducibility of these experiments are very serious
and often insoluble problems in the case of real
objects. In fact, for example, the multiple re - entry
of ocean-going ships into the water at the shipyard
and the destructive experiments of the processing
centers in the "hot shop" of the enterprise look like
anti-scientific fantastic scenarios searching for the
optimum. By the way, there are cases when computer
experiments were also unrealizable or generated the
phenomenon of non-reproducibility.
A fairly widespread approach to development
technologies of optimization within administrative
decisions consists of their development and
localization for specific objects, conditions, etc.
Thus, the whole fan of algorithms is developed and
applied. At realization of this conceptual approach
too many resources are spent and chances regarding
the administrative personnel to make a technical or
semantic error increase, owing to a wrong choice of
technologies. As a rule, optimization provides
planning and carrying out experiments on the control
object or its model as reception of the analytical
description of positioning of an optimum (for
example, formulaic or numerical) for difficult
objects, in the general case it is unrealizable.
Therefore, there is a quite natural and not quite
trivial conceptual idea: to develop a universal
algorithm for planning an extreme experiment,
suitable for use both for full-scale and computer
experiments (in some way, a multipurpose
optimization algorithm).
TEM Journal – Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2020.
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This algorithm can also be interpreted as a tool for
extracting information about such a property of an
information object as its extremum in a certain
subspace of characteristics, localized by the
optimization criterion and imposed restrictions.
2. Methodology
The general structuring of research methodology is
covered quite fully, in particular, in [1], [2], [3] and
in some others.
The reflected author's development is of a
conceptual, methodological and instrumental nature.
It mainly concerns the part of the system-technical
tools of the information and consulting system within
management decision support that is associated with
the implementation of such a management function
as optimization of management decisions.
As the theoretical basis of the author's research, the
following methods were used:









general theory of management;
system analysis;
optimization theory;
probability theory;
uncertainty theory;
information theory;
theory of experiment planning (designing);
set theory

We also used some other scientific theories related
to the study of operations in the field of operating
with complex techno-economic objects.
3. Results and Discussion
Forerunners and the Applicability of their
Developments
Unfortunately, the appearance and application of
algorithms for planning extreme experiments in
Russian science, according to external features,
receive insufficient attention.
So, as on 25.05.2020, on the website of the
Russian State Library, www.rsl.ru, a total of 153
publications on experiment planning for the period
after 1980 some books were presented, including
only one monograph. However, not a single
publication was specifically devoted to the subject of
planning extreme experiments, and more than 90% of
publications were teaching aids for students, mainly
from regional universities.
According to external signs, the picture on the
website of the Library of Congress of the USA at
www.loc.gov is even more depressing. There such
references were not revealed at all. There are only
local blotches of books on similar topics, primarily
related to simulation modelling.
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We see something similar in the number of
publications carried out by the publishing complex
IGI Global. On the site of this publishing complex
(www.igi-global.com) as on 25.05.2020 there are no
editions with such a direct dictionary combination,
although there is a key combination for the “extreme
experiment” and its variations with samples of
several thousand items. It is characteristic, for
example, that in some rather solid publications of the
aviation field, which is the most familiar for the [14],
the problems of optimal experimentation are not even
marked. This applies to the production and technical
exploitation.
The identification of specialized articles turned out
to be quite accessible in the field of operations
research
by
referring
to
the
site
www.pubsonline.informs.org (as of 25.05.2020).
There are about 2 800 positions there - [15], [16],
[17], for example. A selective, representative review
showed that deep works were presented there, but
focused not on particularly complex information
objects; including those for which ideas about the
analytical representation of the response surface can
be formed, i.e. indirectly identify the objective
function in an analytic or semi-analytic
representation. In addition, apparently there were no
particularly strict restrictions on the number of
experiments in the presented studies. Among other
things, it was connected with the fact that in the
researches available for public analysis usually
"heavy" and, accordingly, especially resourceintensive software is not used, and in the part of fullscale experiments its role is limited to processing the
results of their performance.
In some available sources, some local issues are
discussed, but mainly in relation to the statistical
processing of the results in the field and computer
experiments. These gleaned components are referred
to as contextual when necessary.
In fact, the only exception, at least in the USSR
and in Russia, is the ancient classic edition on the
theory of experimental design [7]. But the tools
offered are focused on research and noncomputerized operations for the formation of
management decisions.
From the well-known practice, the planning/design
of experiments (the abbreviation DoE is often found),
including extreme experiments (DoEE accordingly,
but less often), is carried out empirically: plans are
formed on the basis of the attitudes of decisionmakers and from certain considerations of analysts.
Obviously, with this approach, there are schemes of
the administrative-empirical game of “roulette”.
Sometimes, due to good intuition and generalizations
of experience, they lead to an acceptable result, but
in general they represent a certain ritual act, which is
still better than its complete absence.
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Numerous researchers put forward considerations
simply in relation to experiment planning (for
example, [9]), and sometimes perform constructions
to optimize the experiment (for example, [10]). A
number of studies are focused on universal methods
(for example, [11]), and some on object-oriented and
subject-oriented ones (for example, related to
industrial production [12]). Some of the experimental
planning methods are intended to identify the
response surface, and some are comparative (for
example, [13]).
The problems of this nature have appeared long
ago in all high-tech areas, including the design and
development of the active part of fixed assets within
industrial enterprises, the most visible component of
which is technological equipment, including the
machinery fleet and tools for providing technological
processes for production. This problem is relevant for
all stages of the life cycle of complex technical
products and for mathematical models describing the
parks of these products for these stages.
However, it was not possible to reveal their
exhaustive or at least strongly approximated to such a
scientific-design solution in the available sources.
Therefore, the problematic issue should be
recognized as relevant and for some reason touched
upon in publications to an extremely small extent.
The situation outlined does not give rise at all to a
conclusion about the pioneering or breakthrough
profile of the developments described in this article,
but merely allows us to state that it was only
necessary to largely follow the “tabula rasa” scheme.











Selected Universal Properties of Objects
Sophisticated technical, economical, information
and other informatively complex objects have a
number of properties similar in terms to the
organization and implementation of extreme
experiments on them, namely:



The space of factors (optimizing factors) is, as a
rule, multidimensional, i.e. the number of factors
exceeds two;
The factors can be described by several
variables: quantitative and qualitative. However,
these variables are always postulated as
deterministic (for stochastic and uncertainty
factors, as their specific implementations are
deterministic). Moreover, these variables can be
both continuous and discrete, although
qualitative variables are most often interpreted as
“discrete” variables in some way: for example,
by numbering non-numeric values. A typical
case is when a point in the factor space is
“mixed” in discreteness: in one dimension it is
discrete, and in others it is continuous. Points in
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the factor space can generate their finite sets,
countable sets, and power sets of the continuum;
The points in the factor space can be acceptable
and unacceptable, both by the values of the
factors and by the values of the derived
responses. The configuration of the spaces of
permissible response values can be arbitrary: in
form, in connectivity, in size, determined by the
power of the set, etc. However, it is obvious that
when planning an extreme experiment, the
inadmissibility of points of factor space by the
response values cannot be considered;
Points in the factor space may be possible for
research and mandatory for research: the second
case is related to the fact that they can be
imputed by legal or volitional acts of
management personnel;
The composition of factors in planning an
extreme experiment is a priori given and cannot
be changed during the planning and conduct of
an extreme experiment;
The limiting ranges of variation of factors and
the limiting discreteness of variation of factors
are given a priori. They are unchanged from one
experiment to another;
The response space is one-dimensional and has a
quantitative character, and the corresponding
response, as a rule, is described by a continuous
deterministic quantity or is intermediately
reduced to a set with a finite number of elements:
stochastic realizations. This is explained by the
fact that in optimizing management decisions,
scalarization of the vector optimization criterion
is inevitably performed and is determined by
applying statistics (most often initial moments
and quantilities). The conclusion according to the
deterministic result allows defining uncertainties
in response to implementations. The latter
problem is characteristic, first of all, for
experiments with the phenomenon of the origin
of trajectory bifurcations. In this case, the
procedures for resolving uncertainties should be
applied and some others. The problem of
scalarization of optimization criteria for
management decisions is external to the problem
under consideration [8] and some others.
Basic Requirements for the Algorithm

We can formulate the requirements to the
synthesized algorithm of extreme experiment
planning:



accounting for the above properties as features;
invariance with respect to the assigned
composition of factors and content filling of the
response;
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providing an arbitrary plan ability which need to
be resolved;
providing the best convergence as much as
possible in the field of the global optimum;
accounting for a priori strong limitations of the
permissible total number of experiments;
“automaticity” of the experiment, implying that
the experimenter is not obliged to intervene in
the course of its implementation;
possibility of introducing a “start-stop” mode,
when the execution of the algorithm can
completely or temporarily interrupt the pause
initiated by the experimenter. This is due to the
following: first, in experiments on field and
semi-natural objects, experiments are most often
carried out in the form of a series of spaced apart
times; secondly, experiments on software
implementations of models can last for a long
time; and third, the abandonment of computer
systems in the “deserted” version of operation is
dangerous;
connectivity with software implementations of
models, if the object is a mathematical model;
ensuring the receipt of an empirical estimate of
the remoteness of the received rational
management decision from the unknown
optimal;
software feasibility and applicability of software
implementation on computing equipment with a
non-unique configuration for modern Russia.

Decomposition of the Algorithm
Correspondingly, a decision was made considering
the research in the field of factor planning, random
planning, etc. [6], [7] to form the considered
algorithm as a three-stage that includes the following
procedural steps [8]:




steep ascent;
investigation of almost stationary area;
evaluation of the remoteness of the obtained
rational management decision by comparison
with the unknown optimal one.

Due to the fact that the number of experiments is
essentially limited, the rotatability of planning, which
is desirable from the point of view of the uncertainty
of the location of the desired optimum, as well as D optimality, is fundamentally impossible to achieve if
we use classical fractional replicas at the first stage
and the Rotatable Central Composite plan (RCC
plan) at the second.
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Multiple Comparison Method (MCM) for Matching
Points
To select the preferred ones of the compared points
in the factor space, a procedure was proposed for
comparing the corresponding responses. In this case,
there is an assumption, which does not break the
generality (the signature method of inverting the type
of extremum is well known) and makes the
maximization of the quantitative response R
reasonable.
When comparing the points of the factor space, we
compare the selected average realizations of the
responses M *{Rˆ } obtained during the experiment at
the object in these points.
It has been established that the comparison of
sample averages without evaluation of the
significance of the difference between them leads to
unacceptable levels of probability of comparison
errors (such probability, as it has been established,
exceeds the value of 0.2). Therefore, the choice was
made in favor of MCM-procedure based on
Bonferroni’s t -statisticians, which are redundant in
relation to violations of the normality of the law
regarding distribution of the sample average response
and the heterogeneity of its dispersion [4], [5]. Their
advantage is also their ability to work in experiments
without duplication. The only limitation due to the
choice of method is uniform duplication of
experiments. In contrast to the procedure described in
[4], [5], the reference level is not the level of error
for comparison, but the specific level of significance,
because the Bonferroni’s estimation at a large
number of compared points is excessively
conservative. The use of multiple ranking methods
[6] is unacceptable due to the limited number of
experiments.
The selected MCM method consists of a sequential
analysis of samples comprising the response values
of the species:

{Rˆ11, Rˆ12 ,..., Rˆ1d },...
...,{Rˆ 1 , Rˆ 2 ,..., Rˆ ,..., Rˆd },...,
..., {Rˆ N c . p . ,1 ,..., Rˆ N c . p . , d },
where Nc. p. is the number of points of factor space
to be compared;
d is the number of repeated implementations of the
experiment with the object (corresponds to
d  1 -th multiple duplication of experiments in the
compared points);
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R̂ is the  -th implementation of response in the
point of factor space number  .
On the iteration number u from Nc. p. of this
analysis step by step we can check the
implementation of the set of conditions (obviously,
for d  1 , otherwise there is no experiment):

0 (here - symbol zero) does not belong to the range

M

t2d 2  х ,
if on the iteration   1 this if the following:

I est. ( x )  1   ;
I est. ( x 1 )  1   .

*
*
M now
{Rˆ }  M past{Rˆ} ;

*
now

It is accepted that:

2
*
{Rˆ }  M past{Rˆ}  t2d 2 ( *past {Rˆ } 

*2
  now
{Rˆ})1/ 2 d 1 / 2

Let us now consider how the selected stages of the
proposed algorithm are implemented.
Steep Ascent procedure

and the current sample standard deviation is
determined by the formula:
d

*
*
{Rˆ})  (d  1) 1  ( Rˆuj  M now
 now
{Rˆ }) 2 ,
2

j 1

if d  1 ;
*
 now
{Rˆ }  0 ,
if d  1 ;
2

t2d  2 is  -quantile of t -distribution with 2d  2
freedom degrees;
M *past {Rˆ } is significantly better sample average,
which was found on the iteration u  1 (for u  1 the
value is actually a non-existent experiment
M *past {Rˆ }  0 , that is, for this iteration, the
preceding value is conditional);

 *past {Rˆ } is sample standard deviation of the best
2

sample means, which was found on the iteration
number u  1 (for u  1 the value  *past {Rˆ }  0 , that
2

is, for this iteration, the preceding value is
conditional).
It is clear that the roots of even degrees (2, 4, etc.)
everywhere are taken as positive values. So, there are
no signs of module expressions.
If this complex condition is satisfied, the new
significantly better mean is considered to be the
*
value of M now{Rˆ } . Otherwise, the value M *past {Rˆ }

is kept and use don the iteration number u  1 .

This procedure involves constructing a Linear
Regression Model (LRM) of the response surface
and moving along it in the direction of the desired
optimum.
It can be implemented or skipped. Significant
problems arise in the case of qualitative factors,
because the linearity of the regression model
according to the conditional numbers of gradations of
qualitative factors, even in terms of strict
interpretation, causes many problems. In addition,
the extremum search operator can assume that the
initial point of the experiment is close enough to the
desired optimum.
The general block diagram of the implemented
steep ascent algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
Now we can consider how its components are
implemented.
To minimize the number of experiments which are
to be carried out with the object and maintain the
specified resolution ability of the plan D at
construction of LRM the response surface was set
and solved the problem of optimizing the fractional
Kp

replication of plan – value p for plans like 2D of
the following type:

p  max
under the upper bound constraint of the value of the
fractional replication p, which comes from the given
values of the number of factors K , resolution ability
of plan D and also from the standard procedure for
obtaining generating ratios:



The quantile value t2 d  2 is estimated numerically:
by iteratively comparing the estimate of the integral
of the corresponding standard distribution density
with the value  .
This estimation is made by consecutive
comparison of an estimation of an integral
I est. ( x{index} ) with the threshold value  .
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START

OPTIMIZATION
OF FRACTIONAL
REPLICATION OF PLAN

SYNTHESIS
OF GENERATING
RATIOS

EXECUTION
OF EXPERIMENTS
ON OBJECT

FORMATION
OF PLAN
IN REAL VALUES

FORMATION
OF PLAN
IN LEVELS

CONSTRUCTION
OF LRM

INADEQUATE LRM
ALLOWED?

Yes

IS TRAFFIC ON

INCREMENT
OF FACTORS

No
No

EVALUATION
OF ADEQUACY
OF LRM

No
IS PLAN
SATURATED?

Yes

IS VALUE
OF RESPONSE
AT NEW POINT
BETTER?

Yes
No

STOP

IS LRM
ADEQUATE?

Yes

HAVE NUMBER
OF EXPERIMENTS
GONE
BEYOND LIMIT?

No
Yes

Figure 1. General block diagram of the constructed algorithm of steep ascent

Kp

C

n  D 1

n
Kp

 p.

**
*

Here C
is the standard expression for
combinatorics “from … to …”.
It should be noted that in most of the known
studies the problem of optimizing the fractional
replication of the plan was not posed and was not
solved respectively.
To find the optimal fractional value of the
replication popt. the method of sequential search of
values is used, p from the values in the direction of
reducing (algorithmic variable  ). Once the limit is
reached, the optimal value of the replication's
fractional value popt. is accepted equal to this
boundary value on p . Values  !, ( K  p ) ! and
( K  p   ) ! are respectively as values  (  1) ,

TEM Journal – Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2020.

 ( K  p  1) and  ( K  p    1) , where  (х )
is well-known Г-function of the argument x . The
calculation of Г-function is performed using the wellknown infinite Weierstrass’s bundle. The required
accuracy is provided if at least 10 factors are used in
the Weierstrass’s bundle. The time to find the
optimal fraction of a replica popt. depends on the
number of factors K (approximately 0.05 K ).
In the course of the research, including the optimal
values of the fractional replications were found popt.
for the volumes K  1, 40; D III, VIII , where we
can find the number of experiments for the plan like
K  popt .

2D

[8] and exceeding them over the number of
experiments in the deep plan. As we can see for
example in the calculating results [8], when D  III
and K  15 , there is no significant gain in the
number of experiments in the transition to saturated
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planning. Therefore, it is preferable to use the plan
K  popt .
D

2
, because it has a number of known and
significant advantages over saturated planning [6],
[7].
The variable is also involved in the planning of the
extreme experiment as input data I full , which
determines the allowable excess of the number of
experiments above the level of K  1 (when
I full  0 , we have the saturated plan).

the following: K indep.  K  popt . . This matrix is
formed algorithmically. The block diagram of such
generation is shown in the Figure 2; although in [8]
there is another version of it. Considering the natural
choice p  popt. , the completion of the procedure
can only occur on the branch 2. The elements of the
matrix

((grs )); r 1, popt. ; s 1, Kindep. are zeros

and ones (“0” and “1”).

Generating ratios are given by the matrix

((grs )); r 1, popt. ; s 1, Kindep. . Here the value is
START

K indep.  K  popt.

J indep.  0

J indep.  J indep.  1

N 0

Yes

J indep. 
K indep.  1?
No

J deflect.  J deflect.  1

J deflect. 
Yes

 
h  0; hJ indep.  1

J deflect.  J indep.

No

N  N 1

K indep. ?

2

No

N

Yes

STOP

popt. ?

hJ deflect.  1

r  r 1

r 0

No

g N , r  hr

1

r
K indep. ?

Yes

Figure 2. Block diagram of the algorithm for the synthesis of generating ratios
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To determine the elements of the experiment plan
matrix "in levels" for independent variables (their
total number is Nexp. ) as the left sub-matrices of the
matrix ((grs )) for the first Kindep. its columns we use
its columns’ empirically, here is the expression of the
following type, which revealed the author:

lmq  ( 1) G ; m1, Nexp. ; q 1, Kindep. ;

variance is based on the results of additional Ncent.
experiment in the center of the built plan to avoid the
amendments by Mendenhall. It is advisable to
recognize the following: Ncent.  5;   0,05.
The movement along the LRM is need to find at
pres.
each next step the coordinates of a new point X i
in factor space in the following form:

X ipres.  X ipast  Q i  min i ; i 1, K ,

G  [m  2q1 1) / 2q1],
where  (x) is the standard function taking the whole
part of the argument x .
This expression is convenient, because it is
analytical and does not require the implementation of
an algorithmic procedure. Its finding seems to be an
unexpected success of author.
Elements of the matrix of the experimental plan “in
levels" as the right submatrix (( g rs )) for dependent
variables for subsequent K  Kindep. columns defined
as follows:

 l ;

lmq 

 : g q 1

m

m1, Nexp.; q  Kindep.  1, K;  1, Kindep..
The plan of the experiment in ”natural values" is
obtained from the plan of the experiment “in levels"
as follows:

X mi  X i0   min i lmi ; m1, Nexp.; i 1, K ,
where X

0
i

is the entry-level of the factor i ;

is obvious, that mini  0.
After the carrying out experiments on the object in

{ X mi}; m  1, N exp . ; i 1, K

the

matrix

((((X mi )), ym )), where ym is the response (result)
for the experiment number m , that is in the point m
of the factor space {X m1,..., X mK } is used for the
LRM construction on the basis of the traditional
formation of the system of normal equations and
their solutions, for example, by Gauss-Jordan
method.
If the planning of the experiment is saturated or an
attempt to move along an inadequate LRM is allowed
(sometimes this movement is appropriate), the
transition to the movement along the LRM is carried
out. Otherwise, the adequacy of the LRM is checked
on the basis of traditional regression analysis F statistics, in which the estimation of sample response
TEM Journal – Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2020.

i are the LRM performance coefficients of
response surface;
Q is one positive value that determines the length of
the step when moving along the LRM in the direction
of the optimum.
past
When the value X i
is out of the bounding
min

max

range of [ X i , X i ] , it is assumed to be equal to
the corresponding boundary value that is reached.
Movement along the LRM stops is possible in
either of two cases:



if one has exhausted the allotted limit of
experiments;
if the sample at the new point is smaller or
slightly larger than the previous one, as described
above for the comparison algorithm based on
technique of multiple comparisons.

Procedure of investigation of Almost Stationary
Area

mini is the quantization interval of the factor i, and it

points

past

where X i
are the coordinates of the previous
point of the factor i;

This procedure consists of iterations I plan (it is
obvious, that I plan  2 ), each j -th is done the next
operations.
1) The “star” plan is under construction for the
factor i with a length of “star” of the shoulder,
I plan  j

which is equal to 2
opt.

optimum X i

mini and the center in the

, which was found in the previous

iteration (for the case j  1 is the coordinate of the
end point when there is a movement on the stage of
steep ascent):
.
X j  X opt
2
j

I plan  j

mini ; i 1, K.

So, we get:
- For the first experiment:
I

j

X1opt.  2 plan min , X 2opt. ,..., X Kopt. ;
i
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- for the second experiment:
I

j

X1opt.  2 plan min , X 2opt. ,..., X Kopt. ;
i

- for the experiment number 2( K  1) :
j

I

X1opt. , X 2opt. ,..., X Kopt.  2 plan  min ;
K

- for the experiment number 2 K :
I

j

X1opt. , X 2opt. ,..., X Kopt.  2 plan  min .
K

The situation Xi [ X i , X i ] permitted it in
the same way as it was described above.
2) When the inequality K  Kadd. is satisfied (here
min

max

Kadd. is one of priori boundary value, determined on
the basis of the permissible number recalculation of
the experiments, the limit number of variable
factors), the realization of plan randomization on the
basis of algorithm of a random sample from a set is
organized [6], unlike [4], where random selection of
factors and their levels was considered. This choice
was due to the increase of homogeneity of the
studied space "factors-response”. This is also
explained by the convenience of building algorithms
and, accordingly, software implementation. The
number of selected points of the factor space, in
which the experiments with the object should be
carried out is Nch.  2 min{K , Kadd.}.
3) For each of N ch. points of the plan of the
experiment under consideration, d experiments with
the object conduct.
4) From Nch.  1 samples of the realizations
response (including the central one) with the length
d each one, it is chosen the length with a
significantly better (larger) sample mean, and it
becomes the center of the next "star" plan (if
j  I plan. ) or it is considered a rational result of the
experiment (if j  I plan. ).
5) We complete the line protocol of investigation
of almost stationary region (trajectory protocol):

Wji  Xˆ i ; i 1, K ,
where X̂ i are the coordinates of the point
corresponding to the significantly better sample
response mean for the given iteration of the factor i .
The total number of experiments at the research
stage of almost stationary region is:

Nres.s.s.a.  2 I plan d min{K , Kadd .} .
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Procedure for evaluating of the Remoteness of the
Obtained Rational Solution by Comparison with the
Unknown Optimal One
This procedure is based on the analysis of the
trajectory protocol formed at the previous stage.
The boundaries {bi1, bi 2} are placed in series for
each factor i as follows.
If:
- the starting point was the best one

bi1  Wi1   min ;
i

bi 2  Wi1   min ;
i

- the movement took place only to the left

bi1  Ximin ;
bi2  X i0 ;
- the movement took place only to the right

bi1  X i0 ;
bi2  X imax ;
- the direction of motion was alternated

bi1  is the nearest to the WI

plan , i

left

from the value of {Wgi } ;

bi 2  is the nearest to the WI

plan , i

right

from the value of {Wgi } ,
0

where X i are the coordinates of the starting point;

[ X imin , X imax ] is the allowable range of variation of
the factor X i .
The Software Implementation of the Algorithm
The algorithm described above was implemented
in ForTran language. Its software implementation is
applicable in almost all available ForTran
environments, starting with ForTran-IV if ignoring
the problem of the interactive shell. A software
implementation is autonomous. There are no
problems with its migration to other language
environments, as it seems for author. The program
has a block-modular structure (see Figure 3) with the
allocation of subroutine type “SUBROUTINE” and
within a wide range is invariant with respect to the
values of the initial data. Anyone can set arbitrary (of
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course,

common)
0
i

K , I full , Q, I plan , D, { X }, { X

min
i

values

}, { X

max
i

},

{ min i } and algorithm parameter  . At the change

of the algorithm parameters d and Kadd. , only need
to change the dimensions of the corresponding
arrays.

MAIN
PROGRAM

STEEP ASCENT

OPTIMIZATION
OF FRACTIONAL
REPLICATION

CONSTRUCTION
OF LRM
OF SURFACE
RESPONSE

INVERSE
OF MATRIX

EVALUATION
OF LRM
ADEQUACY

ESTIMATION
OF  - QUANTILE
OF

F

- DISTRIBUTION

INVESTIGATION
OF ALMOST
STATIONARY AREA

RANDOM SAMPLE
FROM VARIETY

EVALUATION
OF REMOTHENESS
OF OBTAINED
RATIONAL
SOLUTION
BY COMPARISON
WITH UNKNOWN
OPTIMAL ONE

BASIC GENERATOR
OF PSEUDO-RANDOM
VALUES

MCM
BASED ON
BONFERRONI t -STATISTICS

ESTIMATION
OF  - QUANTILE
OF t - DISTRIBUTION

EVALUATION
OF MATHEMATICAL
EXPECTATIONS AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS

ESTIMATION
OF  -FUNCTION

Figure 3. Structure of software implementation of the algorithm

The program includes 17 subroutines with the
number of program lines executed (source
statements) equal to 716.
It is carried out in practice almost in real time.
In particular, the software implementation matched
with implementations of “heavy” simulation models.
At the same time, the level of nesting of the
subroutines reached the level 20 i.e. went beyond the
level that has not been investigated even by many
developers of specialized software environments.
Note that in the course of algorithmization, the
procedure for accounting voluntarily assigned points
of factor space was not formalized. They were
simply introduced as additional in the investigation
of an almost stationary region.
Also, it was not possible to cope radically with the
conceptual problem of optimization: the distinction
between local and global optima.
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Introduction of the Developed Algorithm and its
Software Implementation
The developed algorithm has been successfully
applied in general in the following areas, in
particular:
 when optimizing production programs in
physical terms, increases reliability (above all
reliability and durability) and fleet prices of a
significant number of types of aircraft and their
components, including aircraft engines, in terms
of ensuring the implementation of the final
aviation work for various purposes. Along with
this, the transfer of some positions of aviation
technology to the so-called progressive strategies
of technical operation was optimized. The total
number of computer experiments planned and
conducted in the period 1983-1992 amounted to
several hundred;
 while optimizing the programs of introducing
some advanced materials into the structural
performance of aircraft in the period 1983-1992;
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during the formation of the pricing system for the
results of carrying out pile-testing and re-static
tests of certain types of aircraft in the second half
of the 1980s;
when optimizing the operating conditions of a
number of high-tech enterprises and corporate
groupings of a holding type in Russia in the
period 1996-2002, in terms of the fiscal nature of
the tax system, investment load, etc.;
while optimizing the programs of technical reequipment of a number of high-tech domestic
productions in terms of the type and number of
high-tech technological equipment in the period
1988-2002;
when performing a number of feasibility studies
of important institutional, investment and
innovation projects in terms of generating
operating
scenarios
and
implementation
alternatives in the period 1988-2018.

4. Conclusions
Thus, in the course of the study, prerequisites were
created in order to reasonably formulate the
following
findings,
conclusions
and
recommendations:















the problem of planning an extreme experiment
is relevant in relation to objects, especially for
informationally complex objects, of a technical,
economic and informational nature;
the planning algorithms for such experiments are
not subject to large-scale and in-depth research,
which significantly reduces the quality of
management;
the number of severe restrictions are imposed on
the algorithm for planning an extreme
experiment, primarily due to the high resource
intensity of the experiments;
in some cases, it is advisable to unify such
algorithms, extending their application to cases
that include technical, economic, information and
other objects, as well as their models: natural,
semi-natural and mathematical (analytical and
simulation);
the number of stringent requirements are
imposed on unified algorithms for planning an
extreme experiment;
it is appropriate to segment a unified algorithm
and implement a quick exit to the region of
contiguity to the optimum and its careful study
and evaluation of distance from an unknown
optimum;
with the forming a unified algorithm of an
extreme experiment there are a lot of design
mathematical optimization problems, examples
of solutions which show the productivity of
abandoning the production concept according to
the “as is” scheme (as it turned out);
the application of the development of the
considered type is feasible and productive.
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